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Ruskin Park Tree Trail
Ruskin Park was opened in February 1907 after a public campaign led by local
resident, Frank Trier, to prevent the redevelopment of six villas and their
grounds at 162 to 172 Denmark Hill, as a consequence of which the first 24
acres of the park were purchased for £48,000. The villas were demolished
and the design of the new park was prepared by Lt-Col. John James Sexby
who is renowned for imaginative designs of many other local parks. The park
was named after John Ruskin, famous artist, writer and social campaigner,
who had died a few years earlier and had lived locally. A 12 acre extension,
now the playing fields, was added two years later, opening in February 1909.
The park has over 870 trees, with many Horse Chestnuts, Common Ash trees
and Limes, but this Tree Trail has been created to highlight some of the less
common trees. The Trail starts at the Denmark Hill entrance next to Kings
College Hospital.

1
Take the second pathway on the left. On the left of the path is a tall tree with
spiky rising branches (1) a Blue Atlas Cedar (Cedrus atlantica f.glauca).
These cedars originated in the Atlas Mountains in Algeria and Morocco.
Altogether there are 5 Atlas Cedars in the park but this one is the Blue Atlas
Cedar variety with silver-grey needles in small bunches. Cones are barrel-
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shaped with a dimple at the tip. Atlas Cedars higher up in the park have been
used for nests by sparrowhawks in recent years.

2
Just a little further on the left is (2) a Horse Chestnut (Aesculus
hippocastanum), the first of many in the park and much anticipated for their
conkers in the autumn. They originated in North Greece and Albania and
after their introduction to Britain in 1616 were widely planted. They are big
handsome trees with large unusual and easily recognisable leaves. The flower
spikes in the shape of candles appear in May and consist of up to 50
individual white flowers each with a pink spot. Sadly Horse Chestnuts are
afflicted by the larva of a leaf-mining moth which from mid-July causes the
leaves to wilt and die. There is also a fungal infection known as bleeding
canker which can cause these trees to die.

3
Slightly closer is (3) a Grey Poplar (Populus canescens), a tall tree with high
branches. It is a hybrid with bark and trunk much like the White Poplar,
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having leaves shaped like those of an Aspen with big wave-shaped teeth.
Most trees are male with purple-grey catkins in early spring.

4
Close by is (4) a Red Oak (Quercus rubra), a large oak tree with big leaves
often 20 cm long, with small acorns of about 2 cm which take 2 years to
ripen. Oaks normally do not fruit for the first 20 years and do not produce
acorns for another 20 years. These Red Oaks are native to North America,
but have been planted in the UK for 300 years.

5
Immediately on the right is (5) a Copper Beech (Fagus sylvatica
purpurea) – These trees appeared as natural mutants of the common beech
in various parts of Europe as early as the 15th century. The bark is smooth,
thin and grey, often with slight horizontal etchings. Torpedo-shaped leaf buds
are coppery and up to 2cm in length, with a distinctive criss-cross pattern.
Flowers are monoecious, meaning both male and female flowers grow on the
same tree. In April and May the copper beech’s tassel-like male catkins hang
from long stalks at the end of twigs, while female flowers grow in pairs,
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surrounded by a cup. Leaves are coppery to deep purple in colour, oval and
fringed with silky brown hairs.

6
Continuing along the path ahead and on the left there are several (6) Norway
Maples (Acer platanoides) which came from the Caucasus for the last 350
years. Trees have a neat leafy dome. Leaves are plane but elegant and yellow
in autumn. At first glance they are very similar to Sycamores, but the leaves
are more spiky. Also the bark is light-coloured and grooved whereas the
Sycamore is darker and more scaly. They are tolerant of different soils,
extremes of temperature, air pollution and drought.

7
Crossing the junction, on both sides of the path and also a little further on are
(7) 4 Judas Trees (Cercis siliquastrum) – a low tree with twisted branches
and dense foliage. The leaves are wide and kidney-shaped. The flowers are
deep pink to magenta and pea-like in shape, and burst straight out of the
trunk. The tree is named after Judas Iscariot who is said to have hanged
himself on one, but it is believed that it was originally named Judah’s Tree
after its introduction from Judea in the East Mediterranean and subsequently
misspelt and therefore misrepresented.
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On the right just beyond another Atlas Cedar is (8) a Dawn Redwood
(Metasequoia glyptostroboides) – a deciduous conifer from China, with a
second such tree closer to the pond. It is an ancient tree and while known
about from fossil records it was thought to be extinct. The first specimens
were brought to Britain in 1948. They have pale green leaves with opposite
leaflets, which turn into a rust colour in the autumn. They have a neat shape
and have become very popular in parkland planting.

9
Further on the right are (9) three Weeping Silver Birches (Betula pendula)
– these three weeping silver birches are very graceful. They have white bark
and long, downward growing shoots at the ends of the branches which create
an effect unmatched by other landscape trees. The species is monoecious with
male and female catkins found in the same tree. Some shoots are long and
bear the male catkins at the tip, while others are short and bear female
catkins. The immature male catkins are present during the winter but the
female catkins develop in the spring.
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Back on the path, after the steps, is the Grade 2 listed Portico which was
adjacent to 170 Denmark Hill and all that remains of the home of a sea
captain, James Wilson.

10
On the left is (10) a Maidenhair (Ginkgo biloba) – This species was
introduced from China in 1758. Fossils show that they existed over 270
million years ago. The leaves are fan-shaped and split down the middle.
Ginkgos adapt well to the urban environment, tolerating pollution and
confined soil spaces. They rarely suffer disease problems, even in urban
conditions, and are attacked by few insects. For this reason, and for their
general beauty, ginkgos are excellent urban and shade trees, and are widely
planted in parks and as street trees.

11
Slightly behind this

tree is a (11) a Cappadocian Maple (Acer

cappadocicum) – a species which originated in the Caucasus and China and
was introduced to Britain in 1838. The leaves have 5 whisker-tipped lobes
turning a beautiful butter-yellow in autumn.
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Behind the Portico and across the grass is (12) a Caucasian Wingnut
(Pterocarya fraxinifolia) – a magnificent tree. It has big compound lush
green leaves with up to 25 leaflets which can be 60 cm long. The leaflets are
more of an oblong shape. There are many suckers around the base. Tiny red
and green flowers appear on short catkins in the spring, and later there
develop ‘necklaces’ up to 50 cm long with many green fruits, each with two
semi-circular wings. This tree fascinates all the year round.

13
To the right and further down the slope is (13) a Common Beech (Fagus
sylvatica) – these trees are widely planted across Britain. The base of the
trunk is said to resemble an elephant’s foot and the silver bark to resemble an
elephant’s trunk. Beech nuts are enclosed in woody nut casings or cupules
which are produced in great quantities. Every 3 or 4 years there is a mast year
when nuts are super-abundant.

Buds are torpedo-shaped and leaves are

distinctive with tiny distant teeth and silky all over.
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To the left there are (14) two Indian Bean Trees (Catalpa bignonioides) –
Introduced to the UK in 1726, these spectacular trees originate from the
banks of the Mississippi in the American Deep South. Very late to leaf in late
June, with enormous leaves up to 30 cm across, and followed in July by
flower spikes which are white with attractive yellow and purple splashes. The
fruit are very long and thin bean pods up to 40 cm long which dangle from
the branches during winter. They are often wider than their height, and attract
our attention all through the year.

15
Rejoining the original path there are (15) two Grand Firs (Abies grandis) –
this fir is a native of North America. It is a large evergreen coniferous tree
and typically grows up to 70m in height. The leaves are needle-like, flattened,
3-6 cm long, and the tree can be correctly identified by rubbing the leaves
together to produce a scent of tangerine rind.
The Stable Block was also part of the old estate of Number 170 Denmark
Hill housing a pony and trap and carriage with horse and accommodation for
the groom. There are plans to refurbish these dilapidated buildings and turn
them into a community resource.
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In front of the Stable Block is (16) a Holm Oak (Quercus ilex) – One of the
evergreen oaks, the Holm Oak is a Mediterranean species long established
here. It thrives to such a degree that it commonly seeds itself and these
saplings can be mistaken for Holly as the young leaves are similarly spiky.
Often bushy and very dense. Leaves evergreen and blackish, acorns small
with felted cup-scales.
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On the left of the path is (17) a London Plane (Platanus x hispanica)- The
London Plane is a hybrid between the American Sycamore and the Oriental
plane from South East Europe and Western Asia. Being a hybrid the London
Plane is more vigorous than either parent and can attain great age and height.
The oldest Plane trees in London are still thriving after 320 years. They are
tough trees that have been much planted in London streets and parks where
they can tolerate high pollution levels. The bark is a scaly khaki-camouflage.
The leaves are large, thick and maple-like. When the leaves are shed in the
autumn the fruits are very noticeable – they are 3 cm balls of hairy seeds
which break up in the spring.
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The Sundial is a memorial to commemorate the visit of the composer Felix
Mendelssohn to his relatives at Dane House, Number 168 Denmark Hill. It is
sadly in disrepair, but once had an inscription stating “Here stood the house
where Mendelssohn wrote the Spring Song in 1842”. Spring Song was
originally entitled “Camberwell Green”.

18
Further along the path to the right is (18) Campbell’s Magnolia (Magnolia
campbellii) – also known as Pink Tulip Tree. This species came from West
China around 1870. The spring-time flowering is spectacular but seedlings
often take well over 20 years before flowering. The branches spread out quite
widely and with sharp angles. Leaves are big, up to 30 cm, and the flowers are
equally large and coloured vivid clear pink.

19
Close to this is (19) a Sweet Gum (Liquidambar styraciflua) – also known
as American Sycamore, the species comes from the Southern USA and
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Mexico. These have maple-like leaves which turn scarlet in autumn. They are
widely planted as ornamental trees. The fruit are spiky balls of around 3 cm.

20
Further along the path opposite the gate there is (20) a False Acacia
Unifoliola (Robinia pseudoacacia Unifoliola) which is a very rare
variation. It has leaflets (the small leaf like components of a compound leaf)
reduced to one or two per leaf and its foliage lacks the delicate texture of the
more widespread False Acacia.

21
Next to this is (21) a False Acacia (Robinia pseudoacacia) which has
regrown out of a stump. These leaves have between 9 and 23 oval, untoothed
leaflets which are coloured fresh bluish green. Flowers are white cascades at
the start of summer and seed pods of around 10 cm hang in bunches.

22
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On the left is (22) a Broad-leaved Lime (Tilia platyphyllos) which is the
start of a line of around 20 Broad-leaved Limes. These are tall-domed up to
42 m with grey bark often with criss-cross ridges and dull, dark green leaves,
softly furry.

23
On the right are (23) two Elder (Sambucus nigra) – The black berries are
used to make Elderberry wine. Bark is creamy grey with corky criss-cross
ridges and often with warts. The leaves are in opposite pairs with 5 or 7
leaflets. In summer the flowers are in creamy plates and heavily scented.

24
Behind these in short line of Horse Chestnuts is (24) a Scarlet Oak
(Quercus coccinea) – It is less common than its cousin the Red Oak. Its
leaves are a deeper cut with whiskers on the lobes and they turn a deep red in
autumn. It is easily confused with the Pin Oak.
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Very close to this is (25) a Pin Oak (Quercus palustris) which has been
adopted as a memorial to a young man called Conrad who died with friends
whilst holidaying in Cambodia. Its trunk is normally very straight, fresh green
leaves are typically only 11 cm long with deep, narrow, perpendicular lobes.
It’s acorns are in very shallow cups.

26
Further along the path, on the right, is (26) a Western Red Cedar (Thuja
picata) - This is a young tree recently planted by the Friends of Ruskin Park
together with Trees for Cities. The tree is Cedar in name only. It belongs to
the family of Cypresses, but is more handsome and distinctive than the more
familiar hybrid Leylandii. The foliage when crushed gives off a scent of
pineapples.

27
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At the end of this line of trees on the right is (27) a Black Poplar (Populus
nigra). Black Poplar is said to be the most endangered native timber tree in
Britain. Mature trees grow to 30m and can live for 200 years. The bark often
appears black. The leaves are shiny, green and heart-shaped with a faint scent
of balsam, flowers are catkins and are pollinated by wind. The triangular
leaves distinguish it from the white poplar which has rounded leaves. Its
timber is used to make carts, floorboards, clogs and matches.

Fallen red

male catkins are said to be Devil’s fingers and to bring bad luck if picked up.

28
At the toilets we turn right across the grass. On the right is (28) a Common
Lime (Tilia x europaea) which is the first of a column of limes. The
Common Limes are a hybrid of broad and small-leaved limes, and for the last
300 years have been the most frequently planted limes. Its buds are fat, its
leaves typically 10x10 cm, and its flowers hang 4-10 per bract.

29
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To the left is (29) a Common Ash (Fraxinus excelsior) which starts a line of
Common Ash trees of which around 60 surround the playing fields. This is
the last of our native trees to come into leaf each spring. The leaves are
pinnate, having leaflets in pairs on either side of a leaf stalk. It is also one of
the first to drop its leaves. It has winged fruits in the form of single wings
known as ‘keys’ and they are often seen hanging in large bunches late into the
autumn. The timber is often used for traditional tool handles. It is also much
valued as fuel, as the wood burns well, even when green. It is a common
woodland and hedgerow tree. The fungal infection Chalara fraxinea, also
known as Ash Dieback, which has ravaged other European countries has now
spread to the UK, killing 90 per cent of the trees it affects.

30
Walking down the slope, just before the Turkey Oak and slightly to the left is
(30) a Japanese Zelkova (Zelvova serrata) is a medium sized tree usually
growing up to 20m in height. With upright stems it forms a broad spreading
habit and rounded crown, the perfect specimen tree. This native of Japan,
Taiwan and east China is a member of the Elm family and because of its high
resistance to Dutch elm disease it is often promoted as a substitute.
Insignificant flowers appear in spring as the foliage begins to emerge, these
flowers become small wingless drupes which mature in autumn. The oblongovate leaves have a serrated margin and are green through spring and summer
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then turning orange-red in autumn. Another attractive feature is the smooth
grey bark which starts to flake in maturity to reveal beautiful orange patches.

31
Ahead is (31) the Turkey Oak (Quercus cerris) which is a magnificent tree
that was clearly marked on a 1907 map and is estimated to be around 250
years old. The acorns are very distinctive with their cups described as mossy
because they are very heavily whiskered.

32
Behind this tree is (32) a Common Walnut (Juglans regia) - The tree has
large compound leaves with the leaflets in pairs and the end leaflet is much
larger. The trees are planted for their walnuts and the timber is used for
furniture. The leaves have a unique smell rather like boot polish.

33
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To the left is (33) a Tree of Heaven (Ailanthus altissima) – a species
introduced from China in 1751, so named because it is “a tree reaching the
skies”. It seems to be impervious to pollution and very resilient but has a
relatively short life of up to 70 years. It has pinnate leaves – that is multiple
leaflets on a single stalk – which resemble giant Ash leaves which can reach
70 cm and look quite exotic. In New York its popular name is the Ghetto
Palm. It has become less popular as it is now regarded as an invasive species
with an overly abundant amount of seeds, reproduction through roots and a
chemical that can prevent or kill nearby plants. Also the leaves on the male
tree smell like old trainers.

34
Where the paths meet, diagonally opposite the shelter is (34) an Italian Alder
(Alnus cordata) – A medium size tree up to 25m tall. Leaves are alternate,
cordate (heart-shaped), rich glossy green with a finely serrated margin. Male
catkins are pendulous, reddish and pollinate in early spring. Female catkins are
ovoid and mature in autumn. Seeds disperse in the winter, leaving black cones
on the tree for up to a year after.

35
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Adjacent to this towards the sports courts is (35) a Red Horse Chestnut
(Aesculus x carnea) This is a hybrid of the Common Horse Chestnut and
the American Red Buckeye. It has attractive pinkish or red blossoms that
bloom in the spring.
The trail continues along the path between an avenue of Horse Chestnuts.

36
To the right is (36) a Giant Sequioa (Sequoiadendron giganteum) – this is
also a recent planting by the Friends of Ruskin Park and Trees for Cities. It is
also known as a Wellingtonia or Giant Redwood. In the USA the mature
trees are believed to be the world’s biggest tree. The taller it grows the more
flared its base will become. The wood is soft and attractive but no good as
timber.

37
Also on the right is (37) a Coast Redwood (Sequoia sempervirens) – Also
recently planted by the Friends and Trees for Cities. It grows very tall and
conical. In the USA they are believed to be the tallest trees.
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To the left of the path is (38) a Sweet Chestnut (Castanea sativa) – These
trees were introduced into Britain by the Romans. They have beautiful catkins
in the summer, followed by a crop of chestnuts encased in spiny husks. The
Romans ground sweet chestnuts into a flour or coarse meal. Sweet chestnut
is monoecious, with both male and female flowers on the same tree. The
ancient Greeks dedicated the sweet chestnut to Zeus, ruler of the Olympian
Gods.

39
At the end of the avenue of (mostly) Horse Chestnuts through the gate turn
left towards the bandstand. To the left of the bandstand is (39) a Tulip Tree
(Liriodendron tulipifera) – it has wonderful large yellow orange flowers in
summer. The unusual tulip-shaped leaves turn butter yellow in autumn.
The Bandstand was first constructed in 1911 as a wooden structure soon
after the park first opened and laid out with seats and fencing. Sunday band
concerts became a regular event. It fell into disrepair but was restored in 2006
and re-opened. It is regularly in use for people practising tai-chi, boxing,
birthday parties, wedding photos, as well as music concerts.
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Beyond the bandstand are (40) four Silver Maple (Acer saccharinum).
These trees were introduced in 1725 from North America. Their 5-lobed
leaves are a light silver-grey on the underside which show well in the breeze.
These maples were planted to surround the Bandstand but there are now only
5 of these left, and they are being replaced with Tulip Trees which should last
longer. Take the path
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On the right of the path is (41) an English Oak (Quercus ruber) – these
British native trees provide a home for more leaf-eating insects than any other
tree in Britain. Large mature oaks like this one can have a quarter of a million
leaves. It is our national tree thanks to its extraordinary height, venerable age
and legendary strength, all of which have given it the reputation of being king
of the forest. Oak trees have been here for much longer than humans, with
remnants of the trees dating way back to the interglacial period about 300,000
years ago. They are still the most common trees in our shrinking woodlands.
In the 1700s English Oak trees were in high demand by ship builders, and
were grown especially for the purpose. The ships commissioned by Drake
and Nelson used up the wood from around 2,500 trees.
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The tree trail now takes the path towards the pond. On the corner, on the
left, is (42) a Japanese Pagoda Tree (Stryphnolobium japonicum) – The
Japanese Pagoda tree is native to China but for a long time has been
cultivated and naturalised in Japan, where the trees were often planted in the
grounds of Buddhist temples. Also known as the Scholar Tree which has
been planted in gardens and temple grounds in China for over 2,000 years. It
is also the symbol of the 8th moon – September – when the official
examinations for the Civil Service took place and the scholars studied beneath
the tree.

The tree has beautiful white flowers in August but flowering

normally only commences when the tree is 30–40 years old. Fruits form after
the flowers fade, looking like bright green strings of pearls.

43
Looking over to the Wildlife Garden there is a group of (43) 8 Almond trees
(Prunus dolcis) which produce small green fruit like peaches. The leaves are
willow-like, dark and glossy but crumpled, the flowers are big and mauvepink. It was a favourite tree of John Ruskin whose autobiography was titled
“Herne Hill Almond Blossoms”.
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To the right of the Almond Trees and behind the Trees for Cities hut is (44)
a Red Snake Bark Maple (Acer capillipes) – named for its distinctive bark.
Its buds are purple red, leaves long with sunken parallel veins and rich
autumn colours.

45
Turning back to the path a little way down on the left is (45) a Purple
Sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus f.purpureum) – Leaves are green above
like a normal sycamore but mauve and royal purple underneath. The
sycamore can grow to a height of about 35 m (115 ft) and the branches form
a broad, rounded crown. The bark is grey, smooth when young and later
flaking in irregular patches. The leaves grow on long leafstalks and are large
and palmate, with 5 large radiating lobes. The flowers are greenish-yellow and
hang in dangling flowerheads called panicles which produce copious amounts
of pollen and nectar that are attractive to insects. The winged seeds
or samaras are borne in pairs and twirl to the ground when ripe.
They germinate freely in the following spring.
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A little further along is (46) a Paper-bark Maple (Acer griseum) – The
attractive pealing bark has papery scrolls of colours ranging from rich copperred to chocolate and almost dark orange-browns. The leaf stalks are pinkishred and the leaf colour changes to orange and crimson in late autumn.
We are now at the Ornamental Pond which is one of the park’s original
features having been in the garden of Dane House, and is home to Mallards,
coots and moorhens. Some believe it to be where the Earl’s sluice (one of
London’s underground rivers) rises and also attracts bats in the summer and
noisy parakeets.

47
At the North of the pond is (47) a Weeping White Willow (Salix alba) and
there are also several of these trees on the small island in the middle. They
have ascending limbs but drooping fine shoots. Leaves are narrow and silky
hairy. Hippocrates, Galen, Pliny the Elder and others believed willow bark
could ease aches and pains and reduce fevers.
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Next to the White Willow is (48)

a group of Common Osier (Salix

viminalis) or Basket Willow which is more like a shrub but is kept low and
its shoots are used for making baskets.

49
As we continue on the path to the right of the pond there is (49) a Cabbage
Palm (Cordyline australis) – The Cabbage Palm is a small evergreen tree
with several stout branches arising from a single trunk. Leaves are long
sword-shaped in dense clusters at the branch tips. It has large panicles of
small fragrant cream flowers. This species originated in New Zealand.

50
To the right are (50) two Copper Norway Maples (Acer platanoides) –
Norway Maple is distinguished from other maples by its larger leaves with
pointed rather than blunt lobes and by the presence of one or more teeth on
all of the lobes. The fruits are paired samaras with widely diverging wings.
Timber is used for furniture, flooring and musical instruments and it is
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believed that many Stradivarius and other older Italian violins have probably
been constructed from Norway Maple.

51
Close by is (51) a Bastard Service (Sorbus thuringiaca Fastigiata) – a
natural hybrid of common whitebeam and common rowan and this is also an
erect variant. The erect branches are close and in the shape of a balloon. The
bark is grey and smooth, leaves grey-woolly underneath, with 2-4 leaflets and
small red berries in heads of 10 to 15.

52
Next on the right is (52) a Weeping Ash (Fraxinus excelsior Pendula) –
these are formed by grafting on to a Common Ash trunk with an umbrellashaped crown of pendulous branches arching to the ground. Leaves are
pinnate, having leaflets or primary divisions arranged on each side of a
common stalk, sometimes turning yellow in the autumn. Once the female
flowers have been pollinated by wind, they develop into conspicuous winged
fruits, or 'keys', in late summer and autumn.
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Take the path opposite, passing another large Horse Chestnut on your left
and following the path directly ahead.
The area previously used as a Bowling Green has been planted with
perennials and shrubs and is now an ornamental garden around a design as a
labyrinth. The Pergola around the Bowling Green is constructed from brick
pillars with wooden beams across the top to provide support for the climbing
plants Wisteria, Roses, Clematis, Honeysuckle and Virginia Creeper. With the
Bowling Green to the right walk towards the Pergola and then bear to the
left, going past the two Indian Bean Trees again, and then turn right
immediately after a large Yew tree alongside the American Garden.

53
As the path turns, ahead of you there is (53) a Handkerchief Tree
(Davidia involucrate) also known as a Dove Tree or Ghost Tree. This tree
in full flower during May is an astonishing sight with its large dangling white
‘handkerchiefs’. They were discovered in China in 1869. They are very
difficult to cultivate and have to be grown from seed, but only 20% of
planted seeds become saplings. This makes them quite rare and expensive. If
they reach the age of seven then they usually prosper.

54
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To the right of the path are some more False Acacias and then another Dawn
Redwood, and following the path round to the right, there is (54) a Cedar of
Lebanon (Cedrus libani) - cedars are correctly identified by remembering
that branches of Lebanon are level, Atlas – ascending, Deodar – drooping.
Leaves of Lebanon about 25mm long, Atlas 20mm, Deodar 50mm. Cedar of
Lebanon is very vigorous in growth. Small dark green needles grown in tufts.
The Lebanon Cedar is mentioned several times in the Old Testament.
Hebrew priests were ordered by Moses to use the bark of the Lebanon cedar
in the treatment of leprosy. Solomon also procured cedar timber to build
the Temple in Jerusalem. The Hebrew prophet Isaiah used the Lebanon cedar
as a metaphor for the pride of the world, with the tree explicitly mentioned
near the end of Psalm 92 as a symbol of the righteous. The Phoenicians used
the timber to build ships, palaces and temples. The Egyptians used the resin
for mummification.

55
Very close to the Cedar of Lebanon is a smaller younger tree (55) a Smooth
Arizona Cypress (Cupressus arizonica var.glabra). These trees were
originally from the USA and introduced into Britain in 1907. They are quite
dense and seem to sweep upwards. The bark is an attractive blue-grey and
purple. The cones are small and round. This is a relatively young tree. There is
a more mature Smooth Arizona Cypress near the Stable Block next to the
Holm Oak.
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Beside the path are several (56) Common Yew (Taxus baccata) – One of
the world’s longest-lived trees with churchyards all over the country still
containing Yews of over 2,000 years old. Rising to a height of 10 to 30 metres
the tree has spreading branches and slightly drooping branchlets. The bark is
reddish brown and flaky, sometimes deeply fissured in very old trees.
As you reach the junction turn right towards the bandstand.

57
Ahead on the right is (57) a Swamp Cypress (Taxodium distichum) – a
large growing and long-lived tree, typically growing up to 35m with a trunk
coloured grey-brown to reddish-brown with shallow ridges. Leaves are
alternate and linear.

58
On the left is (58) a Fastigiate Hornbeam (Carpinus betulus Fastigiata) –
Hornbeam means ’hard tree’ and was used for chopping blocks and
30

cogwheels.

Bark grey and smooth, leaves 7-12 cm, double-toothed,

corrugated, 10-13 veins. Male catkins in spring, fruit of 3 cm nut bracts.
Fastigiata are erect.

59
Just to the right of the path, next to the pergola, is (59) a False Cypress
(Chamaecyparis lawsoniana) – also known as Lawson’s Cypress, native to
Oregon and California, is a large evergreen tree, maturing up to 60m tall.
Feathery foliage in flat sprays coloured blue-green and with a pungent scent
rather like parsley.

60
Beside the path, opposite the pergola entrance at the steps, is (60) a Purple
Crab (Malus purpurea) – Shape is very untidy, bark purplish-grey, shoots
black-purple, leaves glossy purple fading to dark mauvish grey-green, flowers
a smouldering red-purple, dazzling in the late sun, then mauve, fruit purplered. This is a very colourful tree in early autumn.
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Then we see (61) a Broad-leaved Cockspur Thorn (Crataegus persimilis
Prunifolia) – it is broad and twiggily domed, with very scaly bark and shoots
with 2 cm thorns. Its leaves are shiny and up to 8cm never lobed. The tree
fruits with dark red haws in autumn.

62
Beside this tree is (62) a Golden Hornet Crab (Malus x Zumi Golden
Hornet)- a small deciduous tree with a broad ovoid crown and white flowers,
followed by a profuse crop of bright, deep yellow fruits 2.5cm, which persist
well into winter.
This takes us back to the Bandstand where the Tree Trail ends.
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